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ACTIVITIES OF STATE FINGER PRINT BUREAUX 
 

Finger Print Bureaux operating in States/UTs are assisting Police in their investigation by 

visiting the scene of crime and matching the chance prints developed at the scene of crime (SoC) 

with the FP database. Some of the important cases solved through Fingerprint science in various 

states are highlighted below: 

 

ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISLANDS 
 

1. P.S. Aberdeen, District South Andaman, FIR No. 347/2019, Dated 18.06.2019 u/s 454/380/34 

IPC 

 

On 18.06.2019, a team lead by Fingerprint Expert Sh. T.K. William, a Sub-Inspector from 

Fingerprint Cell (CID) visited the crime scene u/s 454/380/34 IPC of P.S. Aberdeen, Port Blair. 

After a thorough examination of the scene of crime, Sh. T. K. William developed chance prints 

on the glass object, using black and silver powder. Later it was found identical with the right 

index finger and right middle finger of the search slip of the suspect Vinod Varma S/o late 

Munnalal. Thus, the fingerprint expert helped in providing scientific and infallible evidence 

against the culprit. 

 
2. P.S. Pahargoan, District South Andaman, FIR No. 496/2019, Dated 26.11.2019 u/s 457/380 

IPC 

 

On 26.11.2019, a team lead by Fingerprint Expert A.K. Mourya (PC/667) from fingerprint 

cell (CID) visited the crime scene u/s 457/380 IPC of P.S. Pahargoan, Port Blair. On thorough 

examination of the scene of crime, they developed chance prints on the maroon colored Tile using 

white powder. Later they were found identical with the right middle finger and right ring finger of 

search slip of the suspect Mahesh Singh S/o Maran Singh, r/o Brookshabad Thus, the fingerprint 

expert helped in providing scientific and infallible evidence against the culprit. 

 
ANDHRA PRADESH 

1. P.S. Srikakulam-II Town, District Srikakulam, FIR No. 232/2019 Dated 13.10.2019 u/s 
457,380 IPC 

 

This is a grave HB offence that occurred on 13-10-2019 and the offender escaped with the 

booty worth of Rs. 17,00,000/-. Fingerprint Expert B. Murali Mohan Rao visited the scene of 

offence on 13-10-2019 and developed 07 chance prints. After the elimination process with inmate 

FP slips, a comparison was done with the available database and one chance print was identified 

with the left middle finger impression of ex-convict: Ponnada Veera babu @ Ravi Shankar, S/o 

Late Venkateswarlu, aged 29/2019, R/o Yethimoga, Jagannathapuram, Kakinada, East Godavari 

District, Andhra Pradesh. Based on the report furnished by the FP Expert, the offender was 

apprehended on 03-11-2019 and the property worth of Rs. 7, 00,000/- was recovered. Importance 

of Finger Prints was witnessed in the identification of the burglar and in the disposal of a grave 

crime, related to property. 
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2. P.S. Pedapadu, District West Godavari, FIR No. 177/2019Dated22.08.2019 u/s 457, 380IPC 

 

This is a grave HB offence, that occurred on 22-08-2019 and the offender escaped with the 

property worth Rs.15, 00,000/-. FP Expert M.Rajesh visited the scene of offence on 22-08-2019 

and developed 08 chance prints. After elimination and examination, the query chance prints were 

identified with the left ring, left index and right index fingerprint impressions and left- hand palm 

print impression of criminal Jikkula Rajesh S/o Sathyam, age.20/2017, R/o Kaikondaigudem (V), 

Khammam Urban (M), Khammam District, Telangana State. Based on the information furnished 

by the FP Expert, the offender was arrested on 25-09-2019 and the entire property of Rs. 15, 

00,000/- was recovered. The Fingerprint was the only clue to identify the criminal which led to 

solving the case. Thus, the Finger Prints helped the investigating officer in unraveling this crime 

by providing a vital clue of the culprit. 

 

  
 

3. P.S. Prakash Nagar, Rajamahendravaram, District East Godavari, FIR No. 363/2019 Dated 
24.11.2019 u/s 457, 380 IPC 

 

This is a grave HB offence, that occurred on 24-11-2019 and the offender escaped with the 

property worth of Rs.13, 50,000/-. FP Expert K.M.Swaroop Kumar visited the scene of offence on 

24-11-2019 and developed 06 chance prints. After elimination and examination, the query chance 

print was identified with the Left Middle Finger impression of Kuthadi Venkata Ramana, S/o. 

Thrimurthulu, age:25/2017, R/o Kavalagoyya, Rajahmundravaram. Based on the information 

furnished by the FP Expert, the offender was arrested on 04-12-2019 and the property worth Rs. 

20, 00,000/- was recovered from the offender. The Fingerprint was the only clue to identify the 

criminal which lead to the cracking of the case. Thus, the Finger Prints helped the investigating 

agency to solve this crime, by providing a vital clue of the culprit. 
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4. P.S. Arundelpet, District Guntur Urban, FIR No. 610/2019, Dated 30.11.2019 u/s 394 IPC, 

altered to 302/380 IPC 

 

   In this case, the offence occurred in Sri Sita Ramanjaneya Swamy Temple on 30-11-

2019 and the offender escaped with the property worth of Rs.3, 000/-. FP Expert K. Ravindra 

Reddy visited the scene of offence on 01.12.2019 and developed 05 chance prints. After 

elimination and examination, the query chance prints were identified with the Left Ring and Left 

Middle Finger impression of Tanneru Ankamma Rao S/o Veeraiah age: 23/2015, r/o. Opp. 

Nagurvali Theatre, NimmalaThota, Narasarao pet, Guntur. Based on the information furnished by 

the expert, the I.O. arrested the offender on 12-05-2019 and Rs. 582/- were recovered from the 

said offender. This was only due to the Fingerprint clue, the criminal was identified and the case 

was solved. In this case, the injured lady was shifted to Govt. General Hospital, Guntur for 

treatment, and while undergoing treatment the injured lady died on 08.12.2019. Hence in the case, the 

section was later altered from 394 to 302, 380 IPC. 

 

 
 

5. P.S. Arilova, District Visakhapatnam City, FIR No. 28/2019, Dated 12.04.2018 u/s 457/380 

IPC 

 

This is a grave HB offence, that occurred on 17-01-2019 and the offender escaped with the 

property worth of Rs.22, 95,000/-. FP Expert T. Ramachandra Rao visited the scene of offence on 

17-01-2019 and developed 18 chance prints. After elimination and examination, the query chance 

print was identified with the left Middle Finger impression of ex-convict Dangeti Sathish S/o 

Prasad, age:27/2011, Occupation -Watchman, r/o: D.no.15-08-33 Near Kanakadurga Hospital 

Down, Venkateswara Nagar, Visakhapatnam City. Based on the information furnished by the FP 

Expert, the offender was arrested on 25-01-2019 and the property of Rs. 6, 60,000/- was recovered. 

In this case, the chance prints lifted from the scene of crime were the only clue to establish the 

identity of the accused, which was scientifically proved in the court of law beyond doubt. Thus, 
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this case stood as a classic example to denote the significance of fingerprint evidence in crime 

investigation and legal acceptance. FP Expert Sri T. Rama Chandra Rao attended the court of Chief 

Metropolitan Magistrate at Vishakhapatnam City on 18.06.2019 and deposed his evidence and 

scientifically proved the presence of accused at soc beyond doubt. The Honourable Court 

considered this scientific evidence as very crucial and sentenced the burglar with Rigorous 

Imprisonment (RI) for six months. 

 

 

ASSAM 

1. P.S. Azara, District Kamrup, FIR No. 5/19, Dated 07.03.2019,u/s Nil 

On 07/03/2019, at 1.25 pm, one HC/GD/CISF S.I. Sh. Surendra Singh shot himself with 

INSAS Rifle at the airport cargo gate, LGBI Airport during duty time. Later, the doctor declared 

him dead. Fingerprint Expert Rishi Deb visited the Scene of crime i.e. LGBI airport cargo gate, 

Borjhar, Guwahati, and collected 2 chance prints on the exhibit i.e. “One 5.56 mm INSAS Rifle 

butt no. 24 & body no. 18491075”. The Rifle was used to commit suicide by HC/GD/CISF S.I. 
Surendra Singh. The chance print on the exhibit, marked as “C-1” was found Identical with the 
specimen LTI, marked as “S-1” collected from the dead body of Surendra Singh. Based on the F.P. 

Expert’s Opinion, the I/O of the case submitted Final Report to the Court and the case was closed. 

 

CHHATTISGARH 

1. P.S. Nandghatchokey-chandnu, District Bemetara, FIR No. 136/2019, Dated 20.04.2019, 

u/s 302 IPC 

 

A minor girl Madhu D/o late Babulal Satnami, age 15 years R/o Chandnu Chouki PS Nandghat, 

district Bemetara lived in her uncle’s house. While she was alone, her uncle who is the accused 
Bhuneshwar Goyal, entered the house with the intention of rape but due to failure, he murdered 

her by a mattock. Chouki Incharge of Chandnu, PS Nandghat visited the scene of crime and seized 

the evidence such as wooden ‘belan’, electronic induction, mirror and mattock and sent it to the 
Finger Print Bureau for fingerprint examination. Fingerprint expert received the evidence and 

developed chance prints on the mirror, wooden ‘belan’, and wooden handle of mattock with the 
help of silver and black fingerprint powders and marked them as A, B, C & D and then 

photographed. The developed fingerprints were compared with the suspect’s specimen ten-digit 

impressions and the developed print, marked “C” was found Identical with left thumb impression  
of Bhuneshwar Goyal. On the basis of fingerprint evidence, the accused was convicted for life 

imprisonment and fine. 
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2. P.S. Nandghat, District Bemetara, FIR No. 151/2019, Dated 07.05.2019, u/s 302 IPC 

Accused Sanju Nishad S/o Hari Nishad entered the house of Smt. Hirabai Dehariya r /o 

Gariyari, PS Nandghat, District Bemetara with the intention of theft but the victim opposed the 

act, so the accused assaulted on her head by a steel pitcher (Gundi). On 07.05.2019, the 

investigation officer visited the scene of crime and found a blood fingerprint on the steel pitcher 

and seized the evidence. Fingerprints were developed on Steel pitcher (Gundi), black color 

amplifier, steel tiffin box, a wrench, and an aluminum container and were marked as A, B, and 

then photographed. The developed fingerprints were compared with the suspect’s specimen ten 
digit impression slips and the developed print marked “A” was found Identical with right index 
impression of Sanju Nishad (16) S/o Hari Nishad. On the basis of finger print evidence, the accused 

was sent to a juvenile correction home. 
 

DELHI 

1. P.S. Kalyanpuri, District East Delhi., FIR No. 520/2018, Dated13.10.2018, u/s 363/376 

DA/34 IPC & 6, 17 POCSO Act 

 

During the investigation of the kidnapping-cum-Gang Rape case, specimen finger/palm 

impressions of four suspected persons were received for comparison with the chance prints, and 

this case was given to SI Narender Singh for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On 
comparison, the chance prints marked “Q1 & Q2” were found IDENTICAL with Left thumb & 
Left index finger impression of one of the suspected persons, Amit Kumar S/o Jagat Singh,. In this 

way, experts of FPB not only helped the local police in solving a kidnapping-cum-Gang Rape case 

but also provided them with scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit. In this case, the 

identity of the criminal was established by SI Narender Singh and confirmed by Insp. A. P. Verma 

(Sr. F. P. Expert & I/c Case Work). 

2. P.S. Amar colony, District South-East Delhi, FIR No. 34/2019, Dated 27.01.2019, u/s 
302/392/397/411/120-B IPC 

 

During the investigation of the Murder-cum-robbery case, specimen finger/palm impressions 

of one suspected person were received for comparison with the chance prints, and this case was 

given to Insp. N. K. Sharma for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison, the 
chance print marked “Q1” was found IDENTICAL with Left ring finger impression of the 
suspected person CCL Juber Ahmed S/o Abdul Ahmed R/o F-3/169, Near Alui Masjid, Sangam 

Vihar, Delhi. In this way, experts of FPB not only helped the local police in solving the case but 

also provided them with scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit. In this case, the 

identity of the criminal was established by Insp. N. K. Sharma and confirmed by Insp. A. P. 

Verma (Sr. F. P. Expert & I/c Case Work). 

 

3. P.S. Rajouri Garden, District West Delhi, FIR No. 269/2019, Dated 14.07.2019,u/s 
397/302/411/34IPC& 25 Arms Act 

 

During the investigation of the robbery-cum-murder case, specimen finger/palm impressions 

of four accused persons were received for comparison with the chance prints and this case was 

given to Insp. Avdhesh Kumar, Finger Print Expert for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. 
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On comparison, the chance print marked “Q1” was found IDENTICAL with Right Palm portion 
of, one of the accused, Aviash S/o Vijay Kumar R/o H. No. 243, TC Camp, Raghubir Nagar, Delhi. 

The chance prints marked “Q3, Q4 & Q5” were found IDENTICAL with right index, right middle 

& right ring finger impressions respectively of Deepak S/o Chand Pal R/o E-169, Raghubir Nagar, 

Delhi, another accused person. The Chance prints marked “Q8 & Q9” were found IDENTICAL 
with Right Middle & Right Ring finger impressions of the third accused person, Himanshu S/o 

Shayam R/o E-62, Tagore Garden Extn. 80 Gaj, Rajouri Garden, Delhi. In this way, experts of 

FPB not only helped the local police in solving a robbery-cum-murder case but also provided them 

with scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit. In this case, the identity of the criminal 

was established by Insp. Avdhesh Kumar and confirmed by Insp. A. P. Verma (Sr. F. P. Expert & 

I/c Case Work). 

 

4. P.S. Vasant Vihar, District South-west Delhi, FIR No. 84/2019, Dated 23.06.2019, u/s 
302/201/397/120-B/411 IPC 

 

During the investigation of the robbery cum murder case, specimen finger/palm 

impressions of two suspected persons were received for comparison with the chance prints, and this 

case was given to SI Madan Lal for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison, the 
chance print marked “Q4” was found IDENTICAL with the left palm portion of one of the 

suspected persons, Manoj Bhatt S/o Dharma Nand R/o 1202-A, Maruti Vihar, Chakarpur, Gurgaon, 

Haryana. In this way, experts of FPB not only helped the local police in solving a robbery cum 

murder case but also provided them with scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit. In this 

case, the identity of the criminal was proved by SI Madan Lal and confirmed by Insp. A. P. Verma 

(Sr. F. P. Expert & I/c Case Work). 

5. P.S. Sultanpuri, District Outer Delhi, FIR No. 932/2019, Dated 16.09.2019, u/s 302/324/506 

IPC & 25/27 Arms Act 

 

During the investigation of the murder case, specimen finger/palm impressions of one 

suspected person were received for comparison with the chance prints, and this case was given to 

SI M.S. Bisht, Finger Print Expert for comparison and expert’s opinion thereon. On comparison, 
the chance print marked “Q2” was found IDENTICAL with the right little finger impression of 
the suspect, Firoj Khan @ Khanni S/o Jameel Khan R/o H. No. P-4/913, Sultan Puri, New Delhi. 

In this way, experts of FPB not only helped the local police in solving a murder case but also 

provided them with scientific & infallible evidence against the culprit. In this case, the identity of 

the criminal was proved by SI M.S. Bisht and confirmed by Insp. A. P. Verma (Sr. F. P. Expert & 

I/c Case Work). 
 

GOA 
 
1. P.S. Fatorda, District South District, FIR No. 104/2018, Dated 22.01.2019 u/s 302 IPC 

On 22.01.2019, one sealed envelope was received from SP, south office requesting therein, 

to examine the material objects i.e one 750 ml whiskey bottle, make Real. During the examination 

of the said bottle, Fingerprint Expert had developed 01 chance print. During comparison by First 

Expert Shri U.L. Naik, the Chance print marked as “X1” was found Identical with left Index Finger 

impression of the arrested accused person namely Siddalingappa S/o Gangawa Bisnal R/o 

Malbhat Margo. The case is under trial. 
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2. P.S. Pernem, District North District, FIR No.135/2019, Dated 12.07.2019 u/s 302, 201 r/w 34 

IPC 

 

  A wireless message was received from PI Pernem PS, on 12.07.2019, requesting therein to 

visit SOC in the Jurisdiction of Pernem Police Station. The SOC team proceeded to Siolim 

Gudem Bardez, where a steel rod for committing the crime was found abandoned. Accordingly, 

the fingerprint team visited SOC and during the inspection, developed one chance fingerprint on 

the steel rod and the same was photographed by the photographer. During comparison by First 

Expert Shri U.L. Naik, the Chance print marked as “X1” was found “Identical” with Right Little 

Finger impression of the arrested accused person namely Sandesh s/o Ghanasham Khadapkar.  

 
3. P.S. Maina Curtorim, District South District, FIR No. 13/2019, Dated 20.02.2019u/s 

454,380 r/w 34 IPC 

 

On 20.02.2019, a H.B.T. case was registered at Maina Curtorium PS. The SOC was at H. 

No. 78, Murida Grandee, Nuvem Salcete, Goa. Upon inspection, two chance prints were developed 

and the same were photographed. During comparison by First Expert Shri U.L. Naik, the two 

chance prints were found “Identical” with Right ring and Left Ring Fingerprint on finger impression 

slip of the arrested accused person namely Swamy Lamani S/o Ramesh. On the basis of Fingerprint 

report, the investigation officer is in a position to investigate the said case thoroughly. The case is 

under trial. 

 
4. P.S. Pernem, District North District, FIR No.192/2018, Dated 20.11.2018 u/s 380 IPC& 03 

Explosive Act 

 

On 20.11.2018, the Finger Print team visited SOC, the ATM machine of Bank of India, 

where the culprit by using some explosive substance, blasted ATM and decamped with cash 

amounting to 90,00,000/-. During an inspection of the scene, two chance prints were developed 

with green fluorescent powder, on the cash tray of the ATM, which were directly photographed. 

On 07.03.2019, Finger Print Slip of the accused person was received in the Bureau and was 

subjected to matching by First Expert Shri U.L. Naik. The chance print marked as “X1” was found 

Identical with the Left Index finger impression of the suspected accused person namely Igor 

Marker, a Russian National and was arrested by Pernem Police Station. The case is under trial. 
 

GUJARAT 

1. P.S.N.C.B., M.H.A., Department of Internal Security, GOI, Ahmedabad Zonal Unit, District 
-Ahmedabad, FIR No. NCB/AZU/CR-07/2017, Dated 01.08.2018 u/s NDPS Act 

 

F.P. Expert Shri A.C. Prajapati along with FSL Team visited the crime scene on 02/08/2017 

at Porbandar, in P.S. N.C.B., M.H.A., Ahmedabad Zonal Unit, District Ahmedabad. There he 

examined suspected articles in the bridge (Wheel House) on ship “HENRY”. After a thorough 
examination, five chance prints were developed on the suspected articles – GPS system and Trans 

Receiver screen. NCB Ahmedabad, registered a case in which a total of 1445 kgs HEROIN was 

seized and 8 persons were arrested. Ten digit Fingerprint slips of 8 (eight) accused were received 
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at the office of DFS, Gandhinagar. On a thorough comparison of 5 (five) chance prints with the 

Fingerprint slips of the 8 (eight) accused, one chance print was found identical with the left 

thumbprint of accused Dinesh Kumar Shridal Yadav. 

 
HARYANA 

 

1. P.S. Sec.50 GGM, District Gurugram, FIR No. 470/2018, Dated 13.10.2018, u/s 302/307 

IPC& 27/54/59 Arms Act 

   In this case, chance print documents were received on 22.10.2018 in the bureau from 

the local police (Gurugram) for examination and comparison. The photographed chance prints 

were examined and compared with sample 10 digit finger impressions as well as palm prints of 

PSO/Ct. Mahipal S/o Hoshiyar Singh. Chance prints were examined and the case was solved by 

efforts of F.P. expert Sh. Pritam Singh, Karnail Singh, and Ramesh Chand. The chance prints 

were found on the pistol used at the time of the incident. Hon'ble Additional Sessions Judge, 

Gurugram convicted the accused on 09.01.2019 and on 07.02.2020, sentenced him to the death 

penalty and fine of Rs. 15000/ 

 
JHARKHAND 

1. P.S. Argora, District Ranchi, FIR No. 84/2019, Dated 07.03.20189, u/s 302/120B/201/34 

IPC& 27 Arms Act 

 

In the sensational murder case of two persons in Ashok Nagar building under Arogra P.S., 

related to Arogra P.S., case no. 84/19 dated 07.03.19 U/S 302/120B/201/34 IPC & 27 Arms Act, 

the chance fingerprint marked 'C' on the upper surface of the door matched with the left ring finger 

of the accused Dharmendra Kr. Tiwari, marked 'X'. Thus FPB, CID, Jharkhand, Ranchi helped in 

the identification of one of the main culprits. 

 

2. P.S. Kandra, District Seraikela-Kharsawan, FIR No. 49/2019, Dated 14.09.2019, u/s 
302/120B/201/34 IPC and 25(1-b) a/26/35/37 Arms Act 

 

In this typical murder case of a person Sheoji Prasad, a case was instituted in the Khandra 

PS, case no. 49/19 dated 14.09.19 U/S 302/120B/201/34 IPC and 25(1-b) a/26/35/37 Arms Act of 

Seraikela-Kharsawan district, by the son of the deceased Atul Kumar against Shrawan Mahto S/o 

Ashok Mahto and police were right in suspecting him. They lifted chance prints and marked as 'A', 

'C', and 'D', and the prints matched with the right middle, right thumb, and right ring finger 

impressions of ShrawanMahto. 

 

3. P.S. Nirsa, District Dhanbad, FIR No. 220/2019, Dated 01.10.2019, u/s 395 IPC& 3/4 

Explosive Act 

 

In the sensational dacoity case in Nirsa, Dhandbad branch of AXIS bank, under Nirsa PS 

case no. 220/19 dated 01.10.19 U/S 395 IPC & 3/4 Explosive Act of Dhanbad , district fingerprint 

unit came to the rescue of the investigation team. The chance fingerprint marked 'B-2' and 'B-3' 

found on the PO, matched with the left middle and left index finger impressions of the suspect Jai 

Sahni S/o Rajendra Sahni, and thus the case was solved. 
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4. P.S.Argora, District Ranchi, FIR No. 345/2019, Dated 16.10.2019, u/s 457/380 IPC 

 

In a complicated theft case of Argora PS, case no. 345/2019, dated 16.10.2019 U/S 457/380 

IPC of Ranchi district, fingerprint decidedly established the identity of the suspect Arun Xalko S/o 

Soma Xalko. His right thumb fingerprint matched with chance print marked 'C' found on the P.O. 

IPC of Ranchi district, fingerprint decidedly established the identity of the suspect Arun Xalko S/o 

Soma Xalko. His right thumb fingerprint matched with chance print marked 'C' found on the P.O. 
 

KARNATAKA 

1. P.S. Jayanagara, District Bengaluru City, FIR. No. 17/2019,Dated 30.01.2019,u/s 
454/457/380IPC 

 

The Case was reported on 30/01/2019 at Bengaluru city Jayanaga Police station limits. 

Some unknown culprit entered into the complainant house by breaking the front door and 

committed theft of Gold jewellery and Cash valued Rs.1.5 Crores to 2 Crores. Our F P Expert 

Sri.N.Renukesh examined the place of crime and developed a chance print and marked it as ‘A’. 
It was verified in the State AFIS database and found identical with the Left Thumb of the offender 

by Name Naresh Shahi @ Aithya s/o PadamShahi, Lmkisisapani, KailaliDist, Nepal. 

 
 

2. P.S.JC Nagara, District Bangalore City, FIR No. 38/2019, Dated 26.04.2019,u/s 454/457/380 

IPC 

 

The Case was reported on 26/04/2019 at Bengaluru city JC Nagar Police station limits. 

Some unknown culprits entered into the complainant’s apartment through the balcony door and 
committed theft of Gold Jewellery valued at rupees 12 lakhs and cash of Rs.3 lakhs. 

Sri.P.R.Shivakumar, PSI&FP Expert along with Sri.H.Nagaraju, PC & FP Expert, and Sri. 

Chaluvanarayan, PSI& FP Expert, examined the place of crime and developed a chance print and 

marked it as ‘A’. And the same was verified in the State AFIS database and was found identical 

with right thumb of the offender namely Biswajith Mallik S/o Late Basumallik, BhadrakDist, 

Orissa. 

3. P.S. Doddapete, District Shivamogga, FIR No. 222/2019 Dated 21.07.2019,u/s 454/457/380 IPC 

Unknown culprits broke the front door lock in between 7 pm on 17-07-19 to 10 pm on 

20-07-19 and entered the house of Sri Nagendrappa S/O Hanumanthappa R/O Mukambikanilaya, 

B.B Road, Shivamogga, Shivamogga dist. and stolen Gold, Silver, and cash worth of Rs. 2,36,000/- 

. On 21-07-2019, FP Officer and Staff of Shivamogga visited the crime scene & checked the 
disturbed articles for prints. They developed 01 Chance Print on the Steel Almirah and marked it 

as “A”. On 24-07-2019, the chance print marked as “A” was searched in the AFIS software and 
was found IDENTICAL with the left thumb finger of a previously arrested person namely Abdul 

Roshan @ Roshan S/O Abdul Raffiq R/O Ajadnagara, 3rd cross, Clark pete. Shivamoga. The 

detection report was submitted to S.P, Shivamoga. Accused was arrested and the property was 
recovered. 
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4. P.S. Vidyanagara, District Davanagere, FIR No. 48/2019 Dated 13.02.2019u/s 454/457/380 

IPC 

Some unknown culprits entered into the house by breaking the lock of the main door 

between 03:00 p.m on 12-04-2019 to 09:20 a.m on 13-04-2019 and stolen gold ornaments and cash 

worth of Rs 2, 45,000/-. On 13-04-2019, Officer and Staff of Finger Print Unit, Davanagere visited 

the crime scene & examined the disturbed articles. They developed 01 Chance Print on a small 

jewel box and marked it as ‘A’. On 15-04-2019, the same chance print ‘A’ was searched in the 
AFIS software and was found IDENTICAL with the left index finger of a previously arrested 

person namely Khsasimsab @ Khasim S/O Imamsab, 41 Yrs., R/O DurgambikaBadavane , 

Bharamasagara, Chitradurga TQ & Distt. The detection report was submitted to S.P., Davanagere 

The accused was arrested and stolen property was recovered. 

 

5. P.S. Athani, District Bangalore City, FIR No. 378/2019, Dated 23.11.2019, u/s 
457/380/511/379IPC 

 

On 23/11/2019, Sri M. F. Patil and R. M. Vantagudi, AHC-2634 visited the scene of crime 

and searched for chance prints. They found one chance print on the Steel Box and lifted the chance 

print using silver powder. On 25/11/2019, the said chance print was verified against the finger 

impressions of the arrested person Ramesh Namadev Chavan and it matched with his Left Thumb 

finger. The report was submitted to the station and intimated to the higher officers. 

 
 

KERALA 

1. P.S. Mundakkayam, District Kottayam, FIR No. 499/2019, Dated 29/03/2019 u/s 302IPC 

This is a double murder of a mother and daughter at their own home. Fingerprint expert 

Shri. Sailaja K.R, SDFPB, Kottayam visited the scene of crime on 29.03.2019 and carefully 

examined and developed 03 chance prints on the tea glass found at the scene of crime by using 

white powder. After minute examination and comparison by the expert, he came to the final 

opinion that 02 chance prints were identical with the left thumb and left index finger impressions 

of the suspect Sajimon and the case is under trial in the court. 

 

2. P.S. Tenhipaiam, District Malappuram, FIR No. 70/2019, Dated 27/02/2019 u/s 379 IPC 

 

In this case, fingerprint expert Shri. Santhosh S, Tester/ Inspector visited the scene of crime 

on 27.02.2019 and carefully observed and developed 18 chance prints on lorry cabin at the scene 

of crime by using white powder. After minutely examining and comparing, the expert came to the 

final opinion that 06 chance prints were identical with the right thumb and left index finger 

impressions of the suspect Aneesh PK and the case is under trial in the court. 

 

3. P.S. Kulathupizha, District Kollam Rural, FIR No. 1071/2019, Dated 18/09/2019 u/s 379 

IPC 

This is a typical theft case and occurred near to Kulathupuzha P S premise. The culprit washed 

the offering box after committing theft. Finger Print expert Shri. C. Ranjith Babu, Tester/ 

Inspector, SDFPB, Kollam Rural visited the scene of crime on 18.09.2019 and carefully observed 
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and developed 03 chance prints on the offering box found at the scene of crime by using white 

powder. After minute examining and comparing by the expert, he came to the final opinion that 

01 chance print was identical with the right index finger impression of the suspect and case is 

under trial in the court. 

 

4. P.S. Mannathala, District Thiruvananthapuram city, FIR No. 370/2019, Dated 22/02/2019 

u/s 454/380/461 IPC 

 

In this theft case of property loss of 2.5 Sovn and 10,000/- rupees, fingerprint experts Sh. Arun 

Kumar. S, Sh. Chithradevi GR and B. R. Priya Rani, SDFPB, Thiruvananthapuram city visited 

the scene of crime on 22.02.2019. They carefully observed and developed 14 chance prints on the 

Almirah and jewel box found at the scene of crime by using white and black powder. After minute 

examination and comparison by the experts, they came to the final opinion that 02 chance prints 

were identical with left ring finger impression of the suspect Arun alias Ani and recovered 2.5 

Sovn and 10,000/- rupees. 

 

MADHYA PRADESH 
 

1. P.S. Kotwali Khargone, District Khargone, FIR No. 563/2019, Dated 20/11/2019,u/s 
457/380 IPC 

 

Mr. Mahesh Gehlot, F.P. Expert Khargon, visited the scene of crime related to Crime No. 563/ 

2019, U/S 457/380 IPC, Police Station: Kotwali, Dist: Khargone on 20.11.2019. He developed 02 

chance prints on the Plastic Box with black powder & marked them "A" and "B". One chance 

print was found fit for comparison and the other was unfit. He searched the fit chance print with 

PIN No. 33429113 in AFIS and the print was traced with the record slip of Mukesh S/o Laxman 

Barela. (PIN No. 33408572 & 33411655) in AFIS Database. Finger Print Expert Shri Gehlot, then 

informed the Investigating officer about Mukesh S/o Laxman Barela and instructed him to collect 

the specimen fingerprint of Mukesh for comparison. After getting specimen fingerprints from the 

investigating officer, Finger Print Expert marked identical points and furnished opinion. In this 

way, the fingerprint expert helped the investigating officer to solve the case and send the criminal 

behind the bars. Jewellery & other ornaments of Gold & Silver valued at approx. Rs.10 lacs were 

recovered and 13 other cases of different Police Stations of district khargone were also solved. 

 

2. P.S. Kotwali, District Bhind, FIR No. 32/2016, Dated 14/05/2016 u/s 302/34/201IPC 

 

This is a multiple murder case that shocked the town. When Police reached the house in 

Virendra Nagar area under Kotwali police station and broke open the door, they found dead bodies 

of Reena (40) along with her 12-year-old daughter Chhavi and three other minor relatives of the 

family namely Mahima Vedprakash Shula (17 years), Ambika Brijmohan Shukla (14 years) and 

Golu Ramkumar Sharma (15 years), who were murdered at their home in Virendra Nagar on 13- 

14 May 2016. Hands of the dead were tied on the backside & throats of all of them were slit. The 

accused /murderer Ankur alias Nitesh Dixit was a home tutor for the children and had developed 

illicit relations with Reena. The children had caught them in compromising situations a few times. 

This led Reena and Ankur to plot their murder so they did not spill the beans. The three children 

were reportedly drugged and their throats slit by the duo on 13-14 May 2016. The house was 

messed up to give a sense of a robbery. Ankur Dixit had given Shukla some sleep-inducing tablets 
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to be administered to the children. Once the children were asleep, Dixit came over to the house. 

However, one of the children woke up and caught the couple in a compromising position. Fifteen- 

year-old Golu, son of Shukla's uncle-in-law, raised an alarm after finding Dixit and Shukla 

together. Unable to gag the teenager, Dixit allegedly slit Golu's throat with a knife, killing him on 

the spot. Manjesh Raja Parmar, Finger Print Expert, inspected the spot. Prima facia it was evident 

that efforts were made to disturb the spot of the incident. After inspecting the spot very minutely, 

no fingerprints were found on evidence in two rooms. The expert found a steel glass under the bed 

where the dead body of Reena was lying. The two chance prints found at the scene of crime were 

compared with the specimen fingerprints of Ankur Dixit out of which one was found identical 

with the Middle finger of the Right hand of Ankur Dixit. In this case, only two pieces of evidences 

were found: one was Chance fingerprint and the other was DNA. These were the two pieces of 

evidence that resulted in justice on 09.03.2019 i.e. Death sentence and fine of Rs.10000. 

 

MAHARASHTRA 
 

1. P.S. Ratnagiri Rural , District Ratnagiri, FIR No. 142/2019, Dated 19.09.2019 u/s 380 IPC 

Ratnagiri Unit Finger Print Expert Shri M.A. Potphode along with the team visited the 

crime scene. The accused was habitual to do Housebreaking/Burglary by using duplicate keys but 

by putting all efforts FP expert developed two chance prints on the mirror of steel cupboard. Upon 

comparison, one of the chance prints was found identical with the right-hand middle finger 

impression of the accused Deepak Raghunath. The property lost was of Rs.6, 60,800/- out of which 

Rs.6, 40,000 was recovered. 

 

2. P.S. Sahu Nagar, District Mumbai, FIR No. 30/2019, Dated 30.01.2019 u/s 302,201,120B 

IPC 

Finger Print Expert got the call from Control room regarding a murder. It was a double 

murder case where a woman and her 4year old daughter were murdered. The motive was 

unknown. When Shri M. J. Mujawar, F.P. Expert visited the scene of crime, he cleverly 

inspected the SOC and found some faint bloodstains; by using his skills he developed 02 

footprints using black powder on the tiles. The footprints were found identical with the footprints 

of suspect Amrin Faiyyaj Sayyad. During interrogation, it was noticed that the husband and his 

girlfriend attempted this crime very cruelly by cutting the throat and tried to burn the body. But 

the evidence proved the presence of girlfriend and the whole story came into light. 

 

3. P.S. LT Marg, District Mumbai, FIR No. 178/2019 Dated 07.06.2019 u/s 457,380 IPC 

 

The accused was a habitual offender whose MOB was to sleep outside the shops, nearby 

the shutter staircase. In the night he used to cut the locks and enter into the shops. F.P. Expert Shri 

KR Joshi visited the Jewellery Shop & carefully examined all the articles likely to be handled by 

the culprit. F.P. Expert developed 04 chance prints; two chance prints on the plastic box of Band-

Aid using grey powder and two chance prints on wooden drawer using black powder. One chance 

print was found identical with the right hand finger impression of accused Mohd. Jafar Kalim 

Sheikh. This was a very important case of Mumbai Police. The Accused was known as “Chuha 
Mana”. He is very lean and short, so it was easy for him to enter the shops. Another 34 cases of 
burglary were solved with the help of this case, and the property was recovered by the Mumbai 
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cops. 

 

4. P.S. Vani, District Nasik Rural, FIR No. 03/2019, Dated 05.01.2019, u/s 395, 120B, 109, 34 

IPC. 

 

Accused was a van driver and used to pick passengers on road. He badly injured the 

passenger with the knife, tied his hands, and kidnapped the passenger. The cash amount and 

articles were forcefully taken away by the van driver. One chance print was developed on the 

rearview mirror using grey powder and one chance print was developed on dickey, by FP Expert 

Shri B. N. Kamble. The chance print developed on dickey was found identical with the left hand 

thumb impression of the suspect Samadhan Ramesh Wagh. 

 

5. P.S. Nandurbar City, District Nandurbar, FIR No. 10/2019, Dated 09.01.2019, u/s 
454,457,380 IPC 

A call was received on 09.01.2019 regarding the robbery of the jewellery shop. Unknown 

persons broke the lock and entered into the jewellery shop. They had stolen gold and cash from 

the locker. FP Expert Shri Y.P.Rajput visited the scene of crime and developed 03 chance prints. 

One of the chance prints developed from the steel plate on the locker was found identical with the 

left-hand thumb impression of the suspect Santosh Dilip Tijvij. Property recovered – Rs. 2, 

42,725/-. 

 

MANIPUR 

 
1. P.S. Imphal, District Imphal West, FIR No. FIR No. 99(5) 2019, Dated 04/05/2019 u/s 380 

IPC 

 

On 04.05.2019, a team of fingerprint experts from Finger Print Bureau, Manipur visited 

the crime scene of u/s380 IPC. On thorough examination of the scene of crime, finger print expert 

L. Chandra kumar Singh, Dy. SP developed a chance print on the glass pane of entrance door 

using red powder. Later it was found identical with Left Ring finger of Kshetrimayum Alex @ 

Pritam (32) of Tera Loukrakpam Leirak. 

 

2. P.S. Imphal, District Imphal West, G.D Entry No. 13, Dated 17-09-2019 

 

A team of finger print experts from Finger Print Bureau, Manipur visited a crime scene on 

17.09.2019. On thorough examination of the scene of crime, fingerprint expert S. Milan Singh, 

Inspector developed a chance print on a steel almirah (dark red color) using black powder. Later 

it was found identical with the Right middle finger of Harminder Kaur (47) of Ivioirangkhom 

Sougaijatn Leirak, Imphal. 

 

MEGHALAYA 

1. P.S. Rynjah, District East Khasi Hills, FIR No. 01/2017, Dated 01.01.2017, u/s 380,457 IPC 

On 06.01-2017, a burglary had taken place in the house of Smt. Sephalin A Sangula W/0 Shri 

Rajon Burman at MNREDA Quaner VIII, Mawpat Shillong. The thief broke into the house and 
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stolen away 1 (one) Samsung LCD 32 inches TV.  Inspector D. Sunn, FP Expert, Sub-Inspector 

N.K Singh, FP Expert along with photographer from FPE/CID, Shillong, attended the Crime 

Scene. From the crime scene 3 (three Nos) chance prints were detected and developed from the 

Godrej Steel Almirah (Grey colour). On 15-05-2017, specimen and palm prints of the suspect 

were received at the Bureau. During the comparison, the chance print marked as “Q2” was found 

to be identical with the Right palm print of the suspect Amos Mawthoh. 

 
2. P.S. Laitumkhrah, District East Khasi Hills, FIR No. 119/2019, Dated 14.10.2019, 

u/s 380,457 IPC 

 

The brief of the case is that on 14-10-2019, received an FIR from Smt. Eldalyne Kharsati 

of Mawlai, Umsiong Umpajung NEHU Gate-2 that a burglary had taken place at her house on 

14-10.2019 at 11 AM. The thief broke into the house, destroyed the almirah, and stolen away 

1(one) pair of golden earrings which costs approximately Rs. 22000/-, 2 (two) gold rings which 

cost together around Rs. 50000/-, Money Rs 8000/- and one khadhim school bag (brand new light 

blue in colour). Sub Inspector R. Warbah, Fingerprint Proficient, and a photographer Ganesh 

Sunar from FPB/CID, Shillong attended to the case. From the crime scene, 11 nos. of chance 

prints were developed from the steel almirah (green colour) kept in the bedroom. On 22-10-2019, 

Specimen fingerprints and palm prints of the suspect were received at the Bureau. During the 

comparison, the chance print marked as “Q2” was found to be identical with the Left Palm Print 

of the suspect Samdorlang Nongrang. 

3. Detection of impersonators during a Recruitment Rally. 
 

On 31/05/2019, received a letter from the Superintendent of Police, West Garo Hills, Tura 

that on 4/07/2017 the personal interview of the candidates was conducted by the Central 

Recruitment Board at 2nd MLP Bn. Premises. During the process, Shri Rothindro Ch. Marak 

bearing Roll No. 21400586 appeared for the Biometric verification, and at the time of screening, 

it was detected that his brother Shri. Chingki Ch. Marak had already run on his behalf in the PET 

held at 2nd MLP Bn, Georagre. The original admit card was issued in the name of Shri Rothindro 

Ch. Marak. He did not appear for the physical efficiency test but instead sent his brother for the 

test. The thumb impressions of both the accused were taken and sent to the FPB/CID Shillong 

with a request to compare the same with the thumb impression on the admit card obtained while 

conducting PET and the thumb impression obtained during the personal interview. During the 

comparison, the thumb impression obtained during PET and the thumb impression obtained 

during the personal interview were not identical. And on further examination, it was found that 

the specimen left thumb impression of Shri. Chingki Ch. Marak is identical with the thumb 

impression obtained during PET but found to be not identical with the left thumb impression 

taken during the personal interview. The specimen fingerprint of Shri. Ruthindro Ch. Marak is 

not identical with the left thumb impression obtained during PET but it was found to be identical 

with the left thumb impression obtained during the personal interview. 
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MIZORAM 
 

1. P.S. Champhai, District Champhai, FIR No. 122/2019 Dated 10.11.2019u/s 457,380 IPC 

 

On 10.11.2019, a crime case was reported at Champhai Police Station, that an unknown 

culprit had burgled into Canteen of District Court, Champhai, and ransacked the canteen. The I/O 

had collected one empty can of energy drink from the scene of crime, which was then packed and 

sent to FSL for further analysis. On 2.12.2019, the exhibit i.e., can of energy drink was received at 

FSL, Aizawl for analysis. The fingerprint expert then promptly examined the exhibit for any 

evidentiary clue which could link the scene of crime with the criminal. After careful examination, 

one comparable quality chance print was developed with black powder from the exhibit, despite the 

lapse of time i.e., 21 days from the date of collection of the exhibits from the scene of crime and 

the date of receiving the exhibit at FSL. The fingerprint expert still managed to develop a good 

quality chance print from the forwarded exhibit. The chance print developed and lifted by the finger 

print experts was successfully identified with the right index finger impression of the suspected 

Specimen Print of Lalpekhlua S/o Hramliana, Mizoram. Also, he was the same person whose 

fingerprint was earlier traced and linked with the chance print from the burglary of Prosecution 

Branch, District Court, Champhai that happened on the same night with this case. Thus, the finger 

print experts helped in providing scientific and infallible evidence against the culprit. 
 

NAGALAND 
 

1. P.S. Dimapur Diphupar P.S, District Dimapur, FIR No. DMR (DPR) P.S C/NO.-14/19 u/s 
457/380 IPC 

 

Requisition received from DMR (DPR) P.S GDE No.-04/19, Dated 15/02/2019 stating 

that a written FIR was received from Tekatsuba Jamir on 15/02/2019, that a burglary took place in 

one house in the premises of Church and Rs. 40,000 to Rs. 50,000/- were stolen. As requisition 

from the Police Station was received after lapse of 11(eleven) days after filing the FIR, SOC 

team reported to the P.S on 26/02/2019 at 01:30 pm and to the SOC at 01:45 pm. SOC was 

disturbed. However, the entry point from outside the room ventilator was open. After climbing 

the wall ventilator using the staircase, it was inspected and found 1 (One) visible palm print on 

the wall, It was photographed using a micro lens and scale and the initial of the expert was put. 

Also photographed 1 (One) partial visible Finger Print from inside the room ventilator and 

photography in the laboratory. After filling the formalities in the SOC report, the copy was 

handed over to the I.O. 

 

- The same SOC case was received from Commissioner of Police for examination, ref. DMR 

(DPR) P.S C/No-0014/19 U/S 457/380 IPC on 13/03/2019. 

- The visible palm print photographed from the SOC outside wall ventilator was enlarged for 

examination with the 5 (Five) specimen print of the suspect. On thorough examination, the 

enlarged Palm Print matched with the suspect print marked as Exhibit A2, namely 

IMLICHIBA s/o MOATEMSU (left hand palm print) 
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ODISHA 

1. P.S. Tusura, District Bolangir, FIR No. 190/2019 Dated 30.11.2019,u/s 395 IPC 

 

On 30/11/2019 night, some unknown culprits forcibly entered the house of Shri Keshab 

Kampa of Tusura, Bolangir, and taken away cash, checkbook, and cashbook after assaulting him. 

7 Chance prints were developed on the steel surface of the saloon razor and checkbook using grey 

powder. The chance prints were examined by FP experts S. K. Dutta and B. Sahoo at state FPB. 

The 06 chance prints were found identical with the Left Thumb, Right index, Right Middle & 

Right Ring fingers of suspect Priya Bag and Left Thumb & Right Thumb of suspect Balaram 

Putel. Property recovered was worth Rs. 2, 25,000/-. 

 
 

2. P.S. Samal, District Angul, FIR No.50/2019, Dated 10.03.2019,u/s 457/380 IPC 

 

On 09.03.19 night, some unknown culprits entered into SBI ATM, Samal Barrage Branch, 

Angul, and broken the ATM machine. They also took away the CCTV camera. 06 chance prints 

were developed from the upper portion of the ATM. The chance prints were examined by FP 

inspectors KC Behera and GC Deo at state FPB. Two chance prints were found identical with the 

Left Middle finger of Suspect Pilu @ Ajit Mohanty and Left Middle Finger of suspect Sanjaya 

Sethy. Property Recovered was worth Rs. 37,000/-. 

 

3. P.S. Chakapada, District Kandhamal, FIR No. 50/2019, Dated 15.09.2019 u/s 457/380 IPC 

On 14/09/2019, some unknown culprits entered into the cloth store of Prasanta Kumar 

Pattanaik of Chakapada Bazaar PS, Chakapada Kandhamal by breaking open the front door and 

committed theft of cash Rs. 35000/- and some garments. 06 chance prints were developed, from the 

front door, cash counter table, and cash counter of cloth store, using black powder. The chance 

prints were examined by FP Inspectors K.C.Behera & Bhagaban Sahoo at State FPB and were found 

identical with the Right Thumb of suspect Pikunu @ Pinkunu Naik, the right thumb of suspect 

Dinabandhu Ganda and left thumb impression of Saroja Mallick. Property recovered was worth Rs. 

35,000/- 
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4. P.S. Bargaon, District Sundergarh, FIR No. 97/2019 Dated 01.07.2019 u/s 395 IPC, 25/27 

Arms Act. 
 

On 01.07.2019, five unknown culprits with arms came on 03 motorcycles to Ava Filling 

station of Bhoipalli, Bargaon, Sundergarh, and assaulted the sales men. They took away cash 

forcibly from their pockets and the manager’s cabin. 05 chance prints were developed from the 
backside of the transparent glass door of Manager Cabin. The chance prints were examined by FP 

Inspectors G.C.Deo and K.C.Behera at the State FPB. One of the chance prints was found identical 

with the Right Index Finger Print of suspect Santosh Senapati. Property recovered was worth 

Rs.22000/-. 

 

5. P.S. Singla, District Balasore, FIR No. 48/2019, Dated 19.03.2019,u/s 380 IPC 

 
 

On 18.03.2019, some unknown culprits forcibly broke into the ATM center of Handagaon 

Hat, Singla, Balasore. They have broken the CCTV Camera and took away cash from the ATM. 

04 chance prints were developed on the display screen of ATM machine. The chance prints were 

examined by FP Inspectors G.C.Deo and Bhagaban Sahoo and one of the prints was found identical 

with the right ring fingerprint of suspect Ajaya Mohanty. 

 

PUDUCHERRY 

1. P.S. Grand Bazaar, District Puducherry, FIR No. 46/2019, Dated 20.03.2019, u/s 380 IPC. 

On 20.03.2019, R. Arimadhivendan., Finger Print Expert visited the SOC and searched for 

Finger Print clues, which he developed on the cellphone box and Sliding glass door by black and 

white powder respectively. Photographs were taken and sent to the concerned court. The Finger 

Prints of the suspect were received from the Police Station and compared with chance prints, the 

chance print “A3” was identical with the Right middle Finger and “A4” was identical with the 
Right Ring Finger of one suspect namely Abdul Kalam. 

 

PUNJAB 
 

1. P.S. Raja Sansi, District Amritsar, FIR No. 121/2018 Dated 08.11.2018 u/s 
302/307/452/427/341/34 IPC, 25 Arms Act, 13/16/18/18-B/20 Unlawful Activity Prevention Act 

 

A case was registered on 08.11.2018, at Raja Sansi PS. It was later informed to FPU. 

Sukhbaj Singh, Finger print Expert from Finger Print Unit, Amritsar visited the SOC and searched 

for finger print clues. After a thorough examination of SOC, he developed two chance prints on the 

glass door with grey powder. The chance prints developed were compared with the suspect Avtar 

Singh’s specimen prints and were found Identical. 

 
SIKKIM 
 
1. P.S. Sadar, District East, FIR No. 31/2019, Dated 28.02.2019 u/s 454,380 IPC 
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On 10.12.2017, Tensung Bhatia, Sub-Inspector from SFPB, Gangtok visited the SOC at 

Sikha Pool Sichey, GTK East, Sikkim, and searched for fingerprint clues. After a thorough 

examination of SOC, he developed two chance prints on steel utensils using black powder & found 

one visible print on wooden almirah. The chance prints were found identical with the right thumb 

of suspect Roshan Pradhan. 
 

TAMILNADU 

1. P.S. H4-Korukkupet, District Washermenpet, FIR No. 13/2019, Dated 07.01.2019, u/s 380 

IPC 

 

Based on the information given by H4 Korukkupet PS, stating that House breaking took 

place at No.10, Ullaraman Koil Street, Old Washersmanpet, Chennai -21 on 07/01/2019, Shri Tr. 

V. Panchatcharam, DySP(FP) visited the scene of crime and developed three chance prints. And 

out of that, two chance prints were identical with the inmate and one chance print was remaining 

for further comparison. On 11/01/2019, daily arrest finger Print slip of one Harendar Singh s/o 

Badham Singh, Navali Village, Madura District, Uttar Pradesh State came for comparison from 

the above police station. On comparison, the remaining one chance print was found identical with 

finger impressions of Harendar Singh S/o Badham Singh. 

 

2. P.S. V7-Nolambur, District Anna Nagar, FIR No 339/2019, Dated 27.06.2019, u/s 457, 380 

IPC 

 
Based on the information given by V7 Nolambur PS, stating that House breaking took place 

at No.192, 7th cross St., S&B Garden, Nolambur, Chennai-37 on 27/06/2019, Shri Tr. V. 

Panchatcharam, DySP (FP) visited the scene of crime and developed five chance prints. Out of that, 

three chance prints were identical with the inmates and two chance prints were remaining for further 
comparison. On 29/06/2019, daily arrest finger Print slip of one Ramesh Bhahel s/o Lirin Singh, 

Gataravath Village, Darjilla District, Madhya Pradesh State, and another one Richu s/o Gyan Singh, 
Gataravath Village, Darjilla District, Madhya Pradesh State came from the above police station for 

comparison. On comparison, the remaining two chance prints were found identical with finger 
impressions of Ramesh Bhahel s/o Lirin Singh and Richu s/o Gyan Singh. 

 

3. P.S. Oddanchatram, District Dindigul, FIR No. 18/2019, Dated 18.01.2019, u/s 457,380 IPC 

 

The culprit opened the lock through the window and entered the house from the back door. 

He committed theft of 59 ½ Sovn. and the total worth was of Rs.10, 38,750/-. The fingerprint team 

visited the scene of crime and developed the Chance print. Upon comparison, the chance print was 

found identical with the finger impressions of offender Chandra Sekar 50/19, S/o.Dhamodhara 

Nadar, Semmadaipatty, Oddanchatram, Dindigul. The accused was arrested and the property was 

recovered. 

4. P.S. Kottaipattinam, District Pudukkottai, FIR No. 62/18, Dated 14/11/18,u/s 457, 380 IPC 

The accused entered into the house by breaking the door with a crowbar and committed theft 
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of 49 Sovn. Gold jewels. The finger print team visited the scene of crime and developed 05 Chance 

prints. Upon comparison, one chance print was found identical with the finger impressions of the 

offender and the details were informed to the concerned police station. Property recovered were 49 

Sovn gold jewels worth Rs.7, 35,000/- 

 

5. P.S. Alivalam, District Thiruvarur, FIR No. 115/19, Dated 31.07.2019, u/s 454,380 IPC 

After receiving a call from the Alivalam PS, the finger print team visited the scene of crime 

and developed 03 Chance prints. Upon comparison, 01 chance print was found identical with the 

LM finger impressions of the offender Vinoth s/o Govindaraj and the details were informed to the 

concerned police station. Property recovered was of worth Rs.2, 50,000 /- 

TELANGANA 
 

1. P.S. Jawaharnagar, District Rachakonda, FIR No. 972/2019,u/s 457, 380 IPC 

 
Rachakonda Unit Finger Print Expert Shri Anil along with his team visited the scene of 

crime and developed chance prints on articles that were handled by unknown culprits in the police 

station limits of Jawaharnagar concerned in Cr.No. 972/2019 u/s 457, 380 IPC. Chance Prints were 

submitted in the Papillon AFIS and found that the chance print was identical with the finger 

impressions of offender Tomato Sanjay Singh, S/o Gagansingh, Age:22, Occ: Student, R/o 

H.No:10-3-74/C, Teachers colony, East Marredpally, Secunderabad. Property recovered was worth 

Rs 29,00,000/-. 

 

2. P.S. Shyampet, District Warangal, FIR No. 164/2019,u/s 454, 380 IPC 
 

Warangal Unit Finger Print Expert Shri Raj Kumar along with the team visited the scene 

of crime and developed chance prints on articles that were handled by unknown culprits in the 

police station limits of Shyampet concerned in Cr.No. 164/2019 u/s 454, 380 IPC. Chance Prints 

were submitted in the Papillon AFIS and found that 01 chance print was identical with the left 

middle finger print of offender Gaddam Srikanth. Property recovered was worth Rs. 26, 00,000. 
 

3. P.S. Narayanaguda, District Hyderabad, FIR No. 313/2019, u/s 457, 380, 109 411 r/w 34 

IPC. 
 

Hyderabad Unit Finger Print Expert Smt. Shalini along with the team visited the scene of 

crime and developed chance prints on articles that were handled by unknown culprits in the police 

station limits of Narayanaguda concerned in Cr.No. 313/2019 u/s 457, 380, 109 411 r/w 34 IPC. 

Chance Prints were submitted in the Papillon AFIS and it was found that the chance print was 

identical with the offender Damai Manraj @ Maniram S/o Param Damai, R/o Jamuna Plaza, 

Himayathnagar, Hyderabad. Property recovered was worth Rs.18, 30,600/-. 
 

4. P.S. Malkajgiri, District. Rachakonda, FIR No. 638/2019, u/s 457, 380 IPC 
 

Rachakonda Unit Finger Print Expert Shri Kishore along with the team visited the scene of 

crime and developed chance prints on articles that were handled by unknown culprits in the police 
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station limits of Malkajgiri concerned in Cr.No. 638/2019 u/s 457, 380 IPC. Chance Print was 

submitted in the Papillon AFIS and found that the chance print was identical with the offender 

Shaik Chand Pasha S/o Shaik Awad Chawoos; Age : 23/2018; Occ: Auto Driver R/o H.NO 18-7- 

426/B/97/C, Beside Chachagrage, Aman Nagar-B, Talabkatta, Hyderabad. The property recovered 

was 37 Tola Gold. 

 

5. P.S. Pitlam, District Kamareddy, FIR No. 62/2019, u/s 457, 380 IPC 
 

Kamareddy Unit Finger Print Expert Shri Rajender along with his team visited the scene 

of crime and developed chance prints on articles that were handled by unknown culprits in the 

police station limits of Pitlam concerned in Cr.No. 62/2019 u/s 457, 380 IPC. Chance Prints were 

submitted in the Papillon AFIS and found that the chance print was identical with the fingerprints 

of offender Hafeez Khan, S/o Lalu Khan, Age: 25/18, Occ: Labour, R/o Ward No. 17, Kakral(V), 

Budaun Dist, Uttar Pradesh State. The property recovered was worth Rs 9, 25,000/-. 
 

WEST BENGAL 

1. P.S. DOMJUR, District. Howrah, FIR No. 717/19, Dated 22/12/2019, u/s 302 IPC 

 

Sunil Bakuli S/o Sukumar Bapuli of Uttar Manashi, PS Udaynarayanpur was murdered by 

some unknown miscreants at the house of Babli Paswan at Bankra Karatkal dated 21.12.2019. 

Fingerprint Expert, Sri Prakash Mukherjee examined the PO and developed three partial chance 

fingerprints with the lightning grey powder developer, on a showcase glass and another one on a 

red coloured water bottle on 30.12.2019. It was later found to be identical with the specimen left 

middle & left index fingerprint of Md. Rais, who was arrested in course of the investigation. The 

case was charge-sheeted and sub-judice now. 

  

 

 

Specimen Prints Developed Chance Prints 

Both the prints are having scale of the photographer 
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2. P.S. Jamalpur, District. Purba Burdwan, FIR No. 354/19, Dated 27.10.2019, u/s 302 IPC. 

 

Smt. Rikhi Bhattacharya, Finger Print Expert visited the P.O. on 29/10/19. The P.O. is one 

storied pukka built house of the deceased Smt. Mitali Ghosh. She examined the P.O. along with all 

articles. After a prolonged examination, she detected 03 (three) chance prints which were 

developed, encircled and marked as ‘A’ (print inside of) on grey coloured almirah kept in the 
bedroom, ‘B’ on the wooden window like the door of ‘Chor Kuthuri’, ‘C’ outside of the left door 
of an almirah kept in the bedroom. All the prints were developed in presence of one witness namely 

Ramprasad Nadu S/o Lt. Kanailal Nadu of Buribagan, Burdwan, Purba Burdwan. Of the prints, 

chance print marked ‘C’ was found identical with the specimen left palm print of accused Sujit @ 
Neul Ghorai marked as ‘X’ (who was arrested in the course of the investigation). The case was 
charge-sheeted and sub-judice now. 

 

 

 
 

Specimen print Chance Print 

 

*** 
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